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The Concept

Ocean’s DeepScreenTM templates uses 
the principles of “Forced Perspective” 
(also know as “Anamorphic Illusions” or 
“Anamorphosis”).  

The technique uses warped and distorted 
imagery that, when viewed from a specific 
vantage point, creates the effect of depth - 
like looking into the screen. 



Three Steps

STEP 1. 
CREATION 

STEP 2. 
OUTPUT 

STEP 3. 
TESTING 



1. Creation – Cinema 4D (or similar)

The Cinema 4D file contains the following key 
elements 
‣ The “STAGE”, featuring walls, roof and floor, along 

with a “BORDER” element that helps sell the 
illusion of 3D depth. These can be used in your 
final artwork or as reference to create your own 
scene. The stage is created at the same scale as 
the actual screen. 

‣ The “OUTPUT CAMERA” is the only camera you 
can use, as it represents the audience view of the 
screen. It cannot be moved or animated. 

‣ The “OUTPUT FOREGROUND” object includes a 
photo of the screen to use as a guide.  

‣ A set of example lights are included, but can 
changed. 

Please note.  
The dimensions and position of the stage and camera 
can be exported to other programs to use if preferred.  



1. Creation – Tips

‣ All elements should stay within the bounds of the 
screen, as breaking past these edges will ruin the 
illusion.  

‣ The borders around the edge of the stage are 
useful as a visual reference point telling the 
audience where the edge of the screen is. Moving 
objects in front of the borders gives the illusion 
that it is protruding from the screen. 

‣ Lighting and shadows are very important in selling 
the illusion of realism and depth. 

‣ Objects don’t have to stay within the confines of 
the stage, coming in and out from the sides or 
above and below for example. The stage also does 
not need to have 4 sides.  

Objects protruding in 
front of border, but not 
out of the boundaries 
of the screen

Shadows cast against the stage 
elements help sell the illusion of depth



1. Creation – Exporting/Rendering

‣ When your animation is complete, render the 
scene using the OUTPUT CAMERA with the 
below settings: 

- 3,600px by 2,400px @ 25fps 
This is higher than the final artwork to ensure crisp images after un-warping.  
For testing you can render at lower resolutions at same ratio - and then grow file to fill the 
INPUT composition in the step 2. 

- Animations can be 10, 20 or 30 seconds 
long, depending on the media booking. 

‣ Ensure any FOREGROUND elements are 
disabled. 



2. Output – After Effects

This section is where we “unwrap” the imagery, to create 
the correct file to run on Ocean’s screen.  

You will need an After Effects plugin called  
“ft-UVPass” which is  available from www.aescripts.com/
ft-uvpass. The plugin is sold on a “Name Your Own Price” 
basis, so can be installed for free. Instructions for 
installation are provided. 

Open the After Effects Template and import your 
rendered file (from previous step)  

Insert your render into the “INPUT” composition, the 
unwrapped version will now be viewable in the “OUTPUT” 
composition at the correct resolution for the screen.  

Be sure to trim the length of the composition to match 
your desired timings. 

You can export your final artwork for submission from 
this composition.

http://www.aescripts.com/ft-uvpass
http://www.aescripts.com/ft-uvpass


3. Testing – After Effects

Within the same After 
Effects file you can test 
the Output using the 
“TEST” compositions - 
which included different 
angles of the screen. 
These can useful to show 
clients for approvals etc. 



Artwork Delivery & Testing

Please speak to your Ocean sales 
representative for details on submission 
deadlines and specific formatting. On 
site testing may also be available, 
depending on the media booking. 


